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Andalucia's Museum of Memory (MA building), designed by Alberto Campo Baeza and completed in May 2009 in Granada, Spain, comprises a three-storey podium building of 6,206m', a 10-storey screen 
building of 342m', and an oval-shaped courtyard, which is ISm deep and 42x30m long, The MA building is located next to the Central Headquarters of Caja Granada Saving Bank, which Campo Baeza 
completed in 2001. It consists of a museum, a témporary exhibition hall, a workshop, a theaterwith retractable seats, a library, a media deck, and a cafetería. 
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The elliptical courtyard, 42x30m ¡n size, 
located in the center of the museum, 
accentuates a historical continuity by 
evokingthe size of the courtyard of the 
Palace of Charles V, located in the Alhambra. 
A spiral ramp 26m ¡n diameter spirals up the 15m-deep courtyard, creating a sense of suspense of space. 
The ramp, which connects three levéis, offers dramatic change to the circulation lines of the museum 
through an unexpected sense of spaciousness. 
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The 50m-h¡gh screen building, featuring a potent verticality, was bai.lt as ¡f it were a "Gate 
to the City." It is distinguished from the nngway of Granada, and messages can be 
projected on the huge plasma screen. 
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Thenarrowand longfloorplanratioof6.3m inwidthand 54.3m¡n lengthallows 
unobstructed panoramic views of the entire city on both sides. 
